Sleep, o sleep my little one
(The Virgin Mary’s Lullaby)

for Solo Voice, SATB Chorus (divisi) unaccompanied

D. M. Mooney
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Sleep, o sleep, my little one,
sleep, o sleep, my baby. May the angels guard your slumbering dreams,
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singing their peaceful song.
Stars and planets circle thee,
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sleep, o sleep, my baby.
As the moonlit heavens whisper your name,
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Sing their peaceful song.

Lay your head upon me, breathe the scent of

Sleep, sleep, sleep, sleep.

Even-tide. Sleep, sleep, sleep, sleep.
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Let the slumber take thee, feel the angels by your side.
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Though the earth delights thee,
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Sleep, sleep, sleep, sleep.
reach far into the night.
Aw.
Sleep, o sleep, my little one, Sleep, o sleep, my baby; May the
angels guard your slumbering dreams, singing their peaceful song.

Lo, the earth is silent, waiting till the
dawn’s pale light drops, soft lest it wak-en thee.
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